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Maybe you struggle with health or weight issues. 

Maybe you need more balance and joy in your life. 

Maybe you've tried it all and nothing has worked.  

  

The #OWNYOURSTRONG Road Map will provide you with the 

path to discover strength for your body, mind and heart.  

#TRUTH - I've had my share of battles - an eating disorder, 

reproductive cancer, bankruptcy, marital separation - life! 

Exhausted by it all, I learned to fuel my tank, both physcially 

and emotionally, in order to win. I firmly believe that my continued 

existence is the result of a mindset shift, healthy lifestyle changes 

and an unconditional loving heart for myself and others. 

If you want to build a solid foundation of self-worth, then I 

invite you to pave new roads with me. Together we will 

become unapologetically strong! 

Ready to get busy? If you have any questions be sure to ask 

them in my Facebook Group #OWNYOURSTRONG Club 

 (will add link)  
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Hugs, love and strength, 
Beth

https://www.facebook.com/groups/595352447304946/
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Practice Positivity

With Yourself! 
Your heart, mind and body reap 

the rewards of positivity.  
Life will shift once your mindset 

defeats negativity.   

Kick Bad Habits 

You need to own them in order to 
lose them. Your health and mind 
need to be free of the ugly stuff. 

 As my mother always said, 
“You lay in the bed you make!” 

You aren’t Kim Kardashian or 
Beyonce’ or Scarlett. 

YOU are YOU!   
Toss out the comparisons. 

Embrace the beautiful person that 
you and the uniqueness you 

bring to the world. 

Comparison is a Thief

Eat to Live  

Do you have goals to prevent 
disease, lose weight, reduce or 
eliminate medication, or live to 

see your grandchildren? 
Then you must change how you 
eat.  Food is fuel - nothing more! 

Get 
Adequate Sleep 

 Adequate sleep is more 
important to your goals than 

you realize. Sleep aides in your 
body’s recovery, repair and 
mental focus maintenance. 

Aim for 7-8 hours per night.  

Exercise can take many forms such 
as yoga, pilates, HIIT workouts, 

boxing, golfing, swimming, bowling, 
karate, weight training, running, 

walking, dancing...and the list goes 
on. #FitnessIsFun so find what 

works for you because the 
benefits are so worth it!

Make Time 
for Fitness 
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DECREASE YOUR LOAD. 

PRIORITIZE WHO IS IMPORTANT. 

PITCH WHAT NEEDS TO GO. 

AVOID OVER-COMMITMENT.

DE-STRESS

YOUR LIFE
BEFORE IT DAMAGES 

 YOUR HEALTH

DISORGANIZATION CAN TURN YOUR 

LIFE UPSIDE DOWN. 

ORGANIZATION GENERATES 

EMPOWERMENT.

THOSE WHO LOVE YOU WANT TO SEE 

YOU HEALTHY AND HAPPY. 

PAMPER YOURSELF - TREAT YOURSELF - 

REST -  PLAY - LAUGH! 

MAKE YOU A PRIORITY.



 
 

Wellness check-ups are NOT OPTIONAL - breast, eye and 
hearing exams, gynecological check ups, physicals and lab 

work.  These check-ups are crucial to detecting health issues 
before they become problematic. Make a list of any concerns 
or symptoms and discuss them with your doctor. I knew my 
body well enough to raise concerns with my physician. Tests 
were ordered and the reproductive cancer was found in the 
early stages.  What a BLESSING!  Neglecting your symptoms 

and your medical exams leaves too much to chance. 

Wellness 

Check-Ups

HEY, 
BEAUTIFUL!

 It's never too late to strengthen your body, mind and heart. 
Get started over at my Facebook group  

Own Your Strong Club -Click Here!

BE YOU... 
UNAPOLOGETICALLY! 
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